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1. TERMS OF REFERENCE
41
•
1.1 The following report contains an appraisal of the
hydrological assumptions and policies which are summarised in a document41
entitled 'Eastbourne Park District Plan - Policies and Proposals' dated
• May 1985, hereafter referred to as the EPDP report (Refl).
1.2 The original Terms of Reference as contained in your letter41
to us dated 22 July 1986 stated that:-
•
"The following subjects are to be checked by the consultants
to form the basis of a report:-
41 1 . The assumptions used in compiling the hydrological
41 model.
2 . The estimate of the maximum flood storage required .41
3 . The feasibility of the distribution of the flood
• storage areas within the Park in the form of lakes and
41 water meadows .
41 4 . The suggested maintained normal water level in the
lakes and rivers in the four sectors of the Park .
• 5 . To confirm that all the hydrological policies
• incorporated in the Plan are sound and that they will
together alleviate and prevent further flooding .41
6 . That the 2m deep lakes can be phys ically constructed
41 at reasonable expense , that they will retain their
41 water at all times and will not silt up or the banks
will not suffer from excessive erosion .41
7 . That the lakes will be suitable for the water
41 recreational uses suggested.
41 8 . That the mounding of the excavated material from the
lakes and its distribution will have no adverse affect41
on the lakes and water meadows .
• 9 . The suitability of the excavated material for the
• growing of trees .
41
ID
41
411
ID
10 . Suggest ways in which the lakes can be  c on n e c t e d  to
40 the rivers and the method of control , especially those
in the Shinewater Sector.
11 . Confirm that the lakes in the Shinewater sector can be
constructed in isolation to provide flood storage for
•
the North Langney Area".
•
• 1.3 With our letter dated 11 August 1986 we submitted proposals
for meeting the Terms of Reference listed above . Our proposal was
accepted by the council in early October with the proviso that we were
to carry out the hydrological aspects of the study in collaboration with
• the Institute of Hydrology and would produce an Agreed joint report on
•
the hydrology of Willingdon Levels .
1.4 We had discussions with Dr . Reed of the Institute of
• Hydrology and confirmed in principle that we would work together to
•
provide an agreed joint view of the  s oun dn e s s  of the hydrological
40
assumptions and concepts underlying in the Eastbourne Park District
Plan . However the Institute of Hydrology felt that to reach agreement
• on the practicality of the proposed flood alleviation scheme it was
necessary not just to check the previous hydrological calculations but
to carry out a more rigorous hydrological appraisal.
• 1.5 In your letter dated 10 October 1986 you agreed to the
•
approach to the combined study by the Institute of Hydrology and
ourselves which we set out in our letter to you dated 9 October 1986.41
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SUMM ARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Scheme propoaed in the FPDP report
• 2 .1 The Eastbourne Park District P lan (FPDP ) proposes - the
development of the marshland Go re of the town to prov ide a new area of
41
recrea tional open space . The dev elopment of the mershiand core , wh ich
is known as Willing:ion Levels , is to be achieved by stor ing that portion
or the catchment flood runoff which is in excess of the outlet capac ity
10 of the system in a ser ies of amen ity IRkes .
4I
2 .2 Thc FFDP sets the flced standard tha t the ira xiruv. wa ter
40 love) in Park area mu s t n o t exceed 2 .0 r OD in a 100 year flood . In the
41 2PP? report , wh leh proyides details of the proposed devel ment lt is
considered that- th is s ratidord can be achieved by th e provision of 72C MI41
of oterage . Th io fin d ing s tem s from assump tionsi alco la tions that :-
ID
11) the critical 100 year flood rune ff results from a s to rm o f 9
honr5 duration ; and ,10
ID (,)) the critical Ir?fl: y ea r flood 'runeff ro illingdon Levels
ID
ID or y Io n o n e • (het '.y c i r . ;:u
411
ID
411
Conclusions of review study41
ID 2 .3 in principle , the concept of re& ;lc :ng maximum flood leveln
ID on Willingdon Levels by rc oyiding additional storage and/or outlet
capacity is sound . However the v iability of a sobers such n5 the one
proposed the EFDP report is critically dep en dent on the
ID Interrelationships between flo-)d runoff , ou tlet capac ity And riaxirom
storaga requiremen t during the design even t. As the effeetiyo outle t
ci6charg e at a ra te of 7 .7 1:' 31' / F, hour low tide
per iod . Thorp would be no discharge (-b r in g the remainder of
the tide Cy c le .
ID capacity d eC re aNe s ,  . b h e design eturm duratIot . th e flood runoff volume
ard the m a x im w n storage requ irement increase . The h ydro logy and
0 )
••
ITp
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hydraulie caleulations (see hef. 2 ), which underlie the development
scheme set out in the EBDP report, underestimate the critical 100 year
design storm doracion and associated flood runoff vo lume . The net
result le that the maximum storage requirement to maintain maximum flood
levels below 2 .0 m OD has also been significantly underestimated .
2 .4 The critical storm duration and hence the shape of the
critical 100 year flood hydrograph for the proposed flood alleviation
scheme is dependent on the characteristics of the W illingdon Levels
catchment, the net out:et capacity and the flood storage volume . The
available data show that the critical storm duration , with a flood
alleviation scheme U 5 outlined in the EPDP report, is at least 31 hours
and quite possibly 53 hours •r longer . The storage needed to limit the
maximum flood level to 2 .0 m OD during the critical 100 yen:. flood would
be about:-
11/ 960 10 if the average effective outlet capacity over a
tidal cycle were  7m1 / 6 1 and,
(2 ) 1h20 Mi. if the avarage effective  eutlet capacity over a
tidal cyle were only .3 ml/s .
2.5 Runoff to Willihgdon Levels dra P S t O the sea via West
Langhey and Crumbles Sewers , The EPDP report  e a/euleitiens overestimate
the effective outlet capacIty of the West Lungney Sewer primarily
because :-
(1) the adopted 1 in 1;7'0 yeae weeer ievels at Fence Bridge ,
where the sewer discharges into Pevensey Haven , ere too low ;
and ,
l ‘ t ; o f  inflows to the sewer
frOJI Mouneney Leec].
2 .6 The effects of infl3w8 from Mountnev Level and the likely
higher flood water levels i n Pevensey Haven probably serea to reduce the
average effective ou th ", c ap ac ity of West lan toey Sew n' to beY»e‘ni 1 .0
l'iC ? -05 -14 12 : 75 B INN JE e. HHH I Pt t eo .
and 2.0  e / s  during critics] 100 year flood. A preliminary appraieal of
the  capacity of Crumbles Sewer revealed that it might discharge up to
1 .5m'/s from Will ingdon Levels during floods , Together these two sewers
can probably provide an average outlet capacity over a tidal cycle of
between about 2 .0  and  3.5 m3,/s from the Willingdon Levels during the 1
A n n . . - - ....
 f l n n A
c . /
 With the existing outlet capacity there is insufficient
storage available in the lakes shown on the Proposals Map of the EPDP
report given the proposed maximum flood m id normal retention levels.
Therefore to design a workable  s c heme  it will be necessary to consider :-
(2)
tae provision of additional outlet capacity,
relaxing the design standards and allowing higher maximum
water levels on Willingdon Lovels or reducing the return
period of the design flood ;
(3) adopting lower normal retention levels in the storage lakes ;
and
(4 ) constructing additional storage lakes .
2.3 Although a comtnInation of mcdsures  are 9 1)<e ly to be
required , the provisien of additional ontlet capacity from Willingdon
Levels is essential. Of the possible alternatives listed in Section 7:-
 1) the cons truction of a land dra inag pumping station and
associated main drains ; or
the provision of a new gravity oetlet to the sea near
Langney Point (end possib)y via the proposed Crumbles
Mar ina );
would appear to be the most viable alternatives . However,
need further deta iled  s t lAdy to establi sh their feasibility .
If eS e Ye eb y H . 0 4
each would
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41 2 .9 The hydraulic structures required to convey flnwn through
the Willingdon Levels will need to be relatively large to minimize head
41 losses and maximize the use o f the ava ilable storage. There would need
41 to be a large channel to convey flood water across the Shinewater  a nd
•
West Langney Sectors . There would be little benefit in transferring
flood water from lakes in the West Langney and Shinewater Sectors to the
41 lakes proposed for the 2roadw3ter and Southbourne Sectors in ::EPDP
41 iepwi-t. The wctira ane4  ou'ver'e  ?inking tha me in rh onels anti the lakes
41 and also interlinking the different lakes will need to be carefully
41
designed so that the lake system operates in the most effective manner .
S e c t io n 8 contains an indication of the types of structures required .
41 The design of tllese structuree cannot proceed until the over's):
41 parameters defining the des ign of the lake systems have been
satisfactorily established .41
41 2 .10 The lakes in the Shihewater Sector could no t be constructed
41 in Isolation to alleviate 'pr imary ' flooding of the surrounding built up
41 aren during majtn- floods . The lakes might possibly be used to a lleviate
any secondary flooding in minor storms which stems from the existing
41 nigh water levels in the receiving channels of the Willingdon Levels .
41 However if the lakes were to be used in this way , it i t ; likely that
41 wa ter qua lity problems  wou l d  constrain the range of possible
recreational uses .
41
 is nni.5 2 .11 Sill:at:Loc. within th; lah2 cyetn- tritely to be
41 significant except in the immediate vicinity of the points where water
- a . .
41
might require dredging vory occasionally . Trash boo:re might also be
required around these areas tc contain debris and possibl y oil slicks.
ID if an additiona : outlet W .Is provided into the proposed Crumb les Mari na,
its effect on siltation sod wa ter quality in the Marina would need to be41
assessed . However with careful design (and reasonable cooperation
41 between the relevant author:ties ) we do not anticipa te that such an
41 outfall would cause any Insurmountable probleme .
41
41
 e t )
41
41
41
41
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2 .12  The limited load bearing capability  of the,groui;d will. mean
41
that the proposed flood storage lakes will have to be excavated from
41 their rims and haulage roads will need to be built. In spite of these
41 constraints , we see no reason  why conventional methods cannot be
adopted . Although earth mcving costa will be above m in inum rates we41
would not expect the overall excavation costs to be unacceptable.
41
410 2 .13 The availab le data suggest that the lakes will retain their
41 water. Should any :octal discontinuities be revea led during excavation
there is arp le ma ue r ia l available to construct a clay blanket. However,
41 particular care will be needed with the design of the lake edges to
41 prevent :-
41
(1) erosion and sh imp ing ; and
41
41 (2) the water in the lakes becoming iliscoloured by clay
particles .41
41 2 .14 The ava ilable data suggest that the landfill operations have
41 had iittle adverso effect on the qua Lity of ehe serfac.e and groundwater
41 withinilillingdon Levels . :•htinued monitor ing of the lendfill sites is
requieed, but even if traces  o f  leacha te ere  d e t e c t ed , r eme d i a l  action
41
to protect the propose& lakes would be feasible et reasonaiq e coat.
41
41 2 .15  rho  use of the subsoils tc cont tr t ISnd S.7ap e moun ds w il1
not  h a ve  a dethiwental affect on the water quolity of the przT o sei lakes
41
provided the mounds a re  =ni e g wat t e : y draired. It wilt lso he possible to
41 establish a wide range of tree species on th e mounde .
41
. 1 t,41
the proposed la:ces hecause  of  their chellow depth , long residence times
41 and nutr ien t lo ad ings,. In most years water qua lf.ty in the lakes will
41 deteriorate during the sunmer nonths and it wiii be necessary to ins ta n
41 an appropriate mechanical aeratioa and recirculation sys tem, Even with
such a system it is poss ible that storit runoff from the urban areas  wi l l
41 On occas iO n v. oauue sudden deterioration  i n  water quality .
41
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3 .
The Park
3 .1 The Eastbourne Park District Plan boundary encompas.ses some
4 .9 km2 of largely agricultural lan d , much of it acutely low-lying . The
typ ical field height in the Park area - sometimes referred to as the
Willingdon Levels - is about 2 mOD . For compar ison , the Mean High Water
Spring tide is about 3 .7 mOD . In this review study , the exten t of the
Park has been taken from Figu re 5 of the EPDP report . The EPDP report
divides the Park into four parts: the Shinewater , Broadwater ,
Southbourne and West Langney Sectors (See Fig .3 .1a ).
Catchm ent
DEFINITION OF THE STUDY AREA AND FLOOD PROBLEM
3 .2 We have assessed the topograph ic area of the catchment
draining to the Park as 27 .9km2 .
3 .3 Site inspection of the north-west par t of th e catchment
failed to confirm whether the downland immediately south-west of
Fo lking ton drains to the Cuckmere or to the Park ; the latter has been
assumed . Detailed contour information was not ava ilable for Central
Eastbourne and the effective southern boundary in flood conditions is
unclear . However , it is believed that much of the seafront area drains
directly to the sea through sands and gravel . While th is area has been
excluded , we have allowed for a contribution from the neighbouring
Bourne Stream catchment - wh ich is piped into the Park dra inage system
via the Horsey Sewer . This p ipe also receives some local storm water in
times of intense rainfall. O ther storm water imports (eg , from the Old
Town and Downside districts ) have been ignored .
3 .4 The above findings are in close agreemen t with the ca tchment
boundaries shown in F igure 4 of the EPDP report and th e areas quoted in
Section 2 .12 . of the same report . However , the value of 27.9km2  is
sign ificantly less than the value of 33 .59W W used to calculate flood
runoff to Willingdon Levels in the Hydrology and Hydrau lics calculations
set out in Appendix A o f a docum ent we received from you en titled
"Eastbourne Park Landscape S tudies" (Ref.2).
Drainage oJtlets
ID
3 .5 There are two drainage outlets from the Park:
•
ID
1) West Langney Sewer which is an arterial drain leading
from Langney Bridge on the southeast margin of the
ID Park , to Fence Bridge some 4km to the eas t. At Fence
ID Bridge the sewer discharges into Pevensey Haven which
ID
in turn discharges to the sea at the Pevensey Bay
outfalls , which are located approximately 1.4km
11 downstream of Fence Bridge .
2) Crumbles Sewer which is a carrier of smaller
dimensions than West Langney Sewer . Crumbles Sewer
leaves the Park at Crumbles Sluice (which is again on
the south east margin of the Park ) and flows to
Crumbles Pond in Princes Park , and thence to the sea .
ID
3.6 Flows in both the Crumbles and the West Langney Sewers are
subject to tidelock . A detailed discussion of the outlet capacities of
the two sewers is con tained_in Section 7 .
The flood problem
3 .7 To determine the nature of flooding in the Park we reviewed
II the available flood data . The review which is detailed in Appendix A
revealed that there are two types of flood problem in the area :-
1) A 'primary ' flood problem which occurs when high water
levels throughout Willingdon Levels directly threaten
widespread flooding of property. Such flooding is
generally the result of long duration storms (or a
sequence of storms), as exemplified by the events of
October 1949 , November 1960 and January 1986 .
2) Local surface water drainage problems in the perl;:,ry
of the Park which arise from the limited sizes and
gradients of various storm water sewers . These
problems , which usually result from 'short duration
storms of high rainfall intensity are linked to , and
40 exacerbated by , concurrent high wa ter levels in the
arterial drainage system.
• 3.8 The flood alleviation proposals outlined in the EPDP report
•
focus on attempting to provide a solution to the 'primary ' flood
problem .
40
• Risk of flooding
3.9 In the section of EPDP report which presents the evidence of
flooding it states that:—
1. "A flood up to a level of 2 .0 metres A.O .D . is not an
unusual occurrence on the levels" ;
2 . "Floods of up to 2.3 metres A .O .D . appear to have
occurred during the last 25 years" ; and,
3 . "Though the Southern Water Authority has no records of
water entering living accommodation  . . .  it is
acknowledged that under certain conditions such an
event is possible , and properties with floor levels as
low as 2 .9 metres A .O .D . cou ld be at risk unless steps
are taken to provide adequate flood storage capacity".
3.10 Our historical review of flooding in the Park (see Appendix
A) confirmed that , although low lying house gardens near the margins of
Willingdon Levels have been flooded , to date there has been no
•
widespread primary flooding of property . This is because historically
the available natural flood plain storage has been sufficient to store
any flood runoff to Willingdon Levels in excess of the combined
40 capacities of Crumbles and West Langney Sewers .
3.11 It should be noted , however , that no even t approaching the
severity of a 100 year flood has occurred in recent decades during which
time much of the catchment urbanisation has occurred. Each new
••
ID development adds to the risf of primary the
volume of flood runoff to Willingdon Levels and in some cases also
reducing the available natural flood plain storage. It is qu ite
conceivable that should a long duration 100 year flood occur , w ith the
existing level of catchment urbanisatiOn and current outlet
ID
arrangements, then widespread primary flooding would result. To confirm
this statement it would be necessary to :—
•
(1) Carry out a deta iled topographic survey of the whole of
Willingdon Levels and its margins to the standard of the
recent 1:500 scale survey of the Shinewater Sector . This
• would allow the natural flood plain storage below selected
•
levels to be computed .
41 (2 ) Adopt the best estimate of the effective outlet capacity
• from Willingdon Levels (see Section 7).
•
(3 ) Compute the 100 year flood runoff for a range of different
storm durations and to undertake trial routings to define
411 the critical storm duration (see Section 5 .10)
•
(4 ) Route the 100 year flood hydrograph based on the critical
storm duration through the Willingdon Levels to determine
• the maximum flood level .
ID
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4 .
Land use
Geology/soils
CATCHMENT INFORMA TIM
4 .1 The Park itself is a low-ly ing wetland , partly used for
summer grazing, with some slightly higher parts given over to allotments
and other uses which can tolerate occasional flooding . The catchment
drain ing to the Park is highly urbanised and includes Willingdon and
Hampden Park , most of West Langney , much of Polegate and some northern
parts of Central Eastbourne (See Fig .4 .1). Urbanisation of the
catchment has progressed unceasingly over the last 40 years . Fur ther •
development is foreseen both in the fringes of the Park and beyond (eg .
Polegate ). The rural part of the catchment is largely in agricultural
use and includes down land and a small amount of woodland. A relatively
recent development feature of the Park is the large landfill site off
Lottbridge Drove .
4 .2 The underlying geology of the catchment can be summarised in
three parts (see Fig .4 .2):
( ) permeable areas of the Chalk escarpment of the South
Downs and the outcrop of the Lower Greensand (which
occurs at the foot of the scarp slope),
(ii) impermeable areas of Gault Clay (outcropping between
the Chalk and Lower Greensand ) and Weald Clay (in the
north-east of the catchment); and,
low-lying areas of river and marine alluvium . The
latter areas are overlain by largely clayey soils
which are seasonally waterlogged.
41 4 .3 The urban parts of the catchment are situated primarily on
• the Gault Clay and Weald Clay but s ub E im a t l a l  areas between Willingdon
and Eastbourne overlay the Chalk , and parts of Polegate are on the Lower
.Greensand. Development of the low-lying alluvial areas has occurred in
00
sevt:r;:::  ti ;v :!  ceps , most  :K, •
 and  1..'ct t
40
around Hampden Park . Hydrogeolog ical mapp ing of the reg ion indicates
that the groundwater catchmen t is broadly in accord with the topographic
•
boundary .
Topographic surveys of the Park
•
4 .4  A recen t high-quality 1 :500 topograph ic survey of the
40
Shinewater Sector was availab le to the study . From th is , 24 fields were
identified having land at or below 2.4 mOD . Reference was made to a
• total of 466 spot heigh ts an d area/level and volume/level tab les thereby
40 constructed for the Sh inewater Sector :
40 4 .5 Older 1 :2500 p lan s were provided for the Shinewater ,
Broadwater and Sou thbourne Sectors but not the West Langney Sector
•
(which is possibly the most low-lying of the four). Comparison of the
1 :2500 and 1 :500 plans sugg ests that the former overestimate field
levels in the Sh inewater Sector by about 0 .25 metres . This sign ificant
40 discrepancy casts doubt on the validity of field levels shown on the
•
1 :2500 plans elsewhere in the Park and demands further investigation .
FSR catchment characteristics
40
4 .6 The standard FSR ca tcl:Hm t characteristics such as average
annual rainfall , mainstream length and slope are well de fined on the
standard maps and require no specific comment .
••
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Summary
41
41 5.1 To check the validity of the 100 year flood calculations
carried out for the  EPDP  report  we  have made an estiamte of the critical
• 100 year flood runoff to Willingdon Levels using the Flood Studies
• Report (FSR ) rainfall/runoff method , as updated by Flood Studies
•
Supplementary Report No 16 (See Refs 3 and 4). The differences in
design storm construction recommended in Flood Studies Supplementary
.41 Report No 5 (Ref 5) FSSR 5 for heavily urban ised catchments have not
• been applied. This is because the Park catchment is sensitive to long
41 duration storms for which the assumption of a relatively 'peaky ' summer
profile would be inappropriate.
41
• 5.2 The critical storm duration ,  wh i c h  is dependent both on the
41 available flood storage and the effective outlet capacity, is uncertain
but probably lies in the range between 31 and 53 hours . The calculation
• of 100 year flood hydrographs based on storm durations of 31 and 53
41 hours are shown in Appendix B .
•
5.3 The 100 year flood hydrograph based on a 31 hour storm is
41 shown in Figure 5.1 . It is of a longer duration and has a significantly
• larger volume than the event adopted for use in the EPDP report. There
41 are several reasons for this : some methodological and some
interpretative . The following paragraphs consider in detail the more
41 important aspects of the flood estimation .
•
41 Catchment area
41 5.4 As outlined in paragraphs 3 .2 and 3.3 we consider that an
• area of 27 .9km2  dra ins directly to the two outlets from Willingdon
41 Levels (i.e Langney Sewer at Langney Bridge and Crumbles Sewer at
Crumb les Sluice ). A small additional area drains to the levels via the
41 Bourne Stream and Horsey Sewer (see Fig 4 of the EPDP report). In the
• hydrology compu ta s for the EPDP report the catchment area draining
•
to Willingdon levels is taken to be 33.59km2 .
•
•
•
•
41
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41
40
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
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runufi
5 .5 It is often the case that the assessment of percentage
runoff to be expected from given soils and land use is the most crucial
aspect of flood estimation . Particular care has therefore been taken in
assessing the soils and underlying geology of the Park catchment and
their interrelationship with urbanisation .
5.6 The basic FSR map of Winter Rainfall Acceptance Potential
(WRAP ) broadly .distinguishes the three parts of the catchment referred
to in Section 4 .2 and assigns them to WRAP classes 1 (Chalk etc,), 3
(Alluvium ) and 4 (Weald Clay ) respectively . However , it is known from
the analysis of runoff data from catchments located on the Weald Clay
that the response is more characteristic of a WRAP class 5 soil.
Moreover it is known that the Gault Clay is, if anything , more
impermeable than the Weald Clay and therefore also warrants assignment
to WRAP class 5.
5 .7 The most contentious aspect concerns the ability of the
Alluvial Clays of the Park to accept winter rainfall . There are few
catchments consisting of such young soils on which runoff response has
been assessed scientifically . Moreover where such experiments have been
carried out - for example at Newborough Fen in the North Level Internal
Drainage Board - it is obvious that the ability of the soils to absorb
winter rainfall is only maintained by a rigorous management system
incorporating deep drains and pumping stations . This is manifestly not
the case in the Park area , where large parts are seasonally waterlogged
and local ponding occurs in winter. It is therefore, concluded that this
area should also be interpreted as WRAP class 5 .
Allowance for storage effects
5.8 The hydrology studies carried out for the EPDP report assume
that the Willingdon Levels catchment is sensitive to the 100 year flood
derived from a 9 hour design storm . Our studies of the available data
reveal thal : 7; mnjor events, because of the attenuation and delay on
runoff caused by the storage of water of the flood plain , the Park
ID
41
sensitive to relatIvc i:. long d l ins storms  ( 0 :
ID sequences of storms).
5.9 In the FSR procedure for an unreservoired catchment, the
design storr duration (D) is calculated from :
11 D = (1 + SAAR/1000) Tp (1)
• where SAAR is average annual rainfall (mm ) and Tp is a characteristic
40 response time (hr) of the catchment to heavy rainfall . Because the Park
catchment is reasonably compact (in stream structure) and heavily
urbanised the characteristic response time is only about 5 hours .
•
Application of Equation 1 y ields a design storm duration of 9 hours .
5.10 For a reservoired catchment it is necessary to calculate the
design storm duration by reference to a characteristic response time
• wh ich includes the delay imposed by the storage effect. Following the
111 ICE Guide to Floods and Reservoir Safety (Ref 6), the design storm
duration is calculated from :
D = (1 + SAAR/1000) (Tp + RLAG ) (2)
41 where RLAG denotes reservoir lag , the time delay (hr) between the peak
inflow to, and outflow from , the reservo ir .
• 5 .11 For an impounding reservoir , RLAG is generally estimated
'from the storage and discharge characteristics of the reservoir. For
41 the W illingdon Levels catchment both the size of the storage , wh ich is
prov ided by the extensive flood plain area upstream  of  Langney Bridge ,
ID and the discharge capacities of the two outlets are uncertain (see
40 Section 7). Thus it has been necessary to estimate RLAG (and hence an
41 appropriate design storm duration from Equation 2) by other means .
These are discussed in Section 6 .6 .
• Rainfall on the lakes
5.12 When considering reservoirs with a large surface area , it is
40
appropriate to assume 100% runoff from rain falling directly on the
water surface. Because the flood plain is currently only an informal
flocd ,Lorage arca - with an extensive lake area only in major floods -
rainfall on the lake surfaces has been ignored for simplicity . However
41
•
led design stage , ra ll on thc :.e ctrvoir su rface will
need to be taken into account as 100 ha of water surface will increase
• the 100 year flood runoff volume by at least 40 to 50 r41.
Inflows from the Bourne Stream catchment
• 5.13 The Bourne Stream catchment drains to Willingdon Levels via
40 Horsey Sewer . From the dimensions of the limiting section, we estimate
that the carrying capacity of the pipe linking the two areas is about
0 .75 m3/s . We have allowed for the contribution of the Bourne Stream
• catchment by adding 0 .75 m3/s to the calculated baseflow for the 27 .9
•
km: direct catchment to Willingdon Levels .
•
•
•
40
40
40
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6 ANALYSIS OF THE JANUARY 1986 FLOOD EVENT
411 Available water level data
•
6.1 It was thought at the start of the study that the water10
level data available for the Park area were lim ited to the daily records
41 for Lottbridge Pumping Station plus spot water level readings at a
411 number of the major sluices within the Levels . However , we were
informed by Southern Water that continuous water level readings are
available for Langney Sewer at Langney Bridge for the period January
41 1980 to date. No mention is made of these da ta in the hydrology or
•
hydraulic studies for the EPDP report.
Langney Bridge water levels
41
•
6.2 Figure 6 .1 shows Langney Bridge water levels and catchment
rainfalls for the period 1-6 January 1986 . Catchment rainfall was41
assessed by reference to four daily raingauges (each located within 7km
410 of the catchment centroid) and a recording raingauge at W ish Valley ,
Eastbourne .
6.3 Two features are of particular note in Figure 6 .1 :-
0
• (1) the tidal influence is marked throughout the period
of flood runoff; and,
• (2 ) the effective response time of the catchment and
•
flood plain storage to the heavy rainfall, far
exceeds the duration of a single high tide . Therefore
the.degree of synchronization of the runoff peak with
• the tidal cycle would seem to be relatively
40 unimportant.
40
Assessment of reservo ir lag time
• 6 .4 Based on a hydraulic analysis using the available data it
41 was not possible to define precisely the performance of West Langney
Sewer during the flood of 2 to 6 January 1986 (See Section 7 ). Both the
••
mE,gnituce and tim ing of ou tflows from Willingdon Leve ls c ;) v  ZA :
assessed within fairly wide limits . However , simply by smoothing over
40 the tidal fluctuation in the Langney Bridge water levels, as shown by
•
the broken line in Figure 6 .1, it is possible to get a reasonable
41 estimate of the time of the effective peak discharge from the Park .
ID 6 .5 Comparison of the peak discharge time with the centroid of
the corresponding period of flood-producing rainfall (see Fig.6) yields
a total characteristic response time of about 17 hours , of which 5 hours
can be attributed to the catchment response and l hours to the delay
40 imposed by the flood plain storage.
•
6 .6 The calculation of the critical design flood hydrograph is
strongly influenced by the assumption made about RLAG . It is possible
ID that the 'observed ' lag time of 12, hours is typical on ly of modest flood
events and that during an extreme event the delay effect would be rather
•
greater. In this respect, the historical evidence - that the Park
catchment is generally sensitive to sequences of heavy storms over a
40 number of days - g ives cause for concern that for a 100 year event the
ID critical design storm duration may be longer than 31 hours . To guard
•
against the possibility that 31 hours is too short a storm duration for
the critical design flood we have calculated also the 100 year flood
• runoff to Willingdon Levels from a 53 hour storm (see Appendix B ). Such
411 an event would be critical if the lag due to flood plain storage were 24
hours .
• Estimate of effective outlet capacity
ID
6 .7 A simple water balance approach can be used to obtain a
first estimate of the average effective discharge capacity of the two
10 outlets from Willingdon Levels during the flood of 2 to 6 January 1986 .
• It can be seen from Figure 6 .1 that most of the flood runoff generated
•
by rainfall periods A and B was discharged within 5 days . As these
storms were preceded by heavy rainfall at the end of December, a
41
relatively high percentage runoff would be expected for the even t.
ID Taking a conservatively high value of 60% leads to an estimate ("..:
•
of runoff in 5 days or 9mm/day . For a 27 .9km2  catchment this
corresponds to a mean discharge of 2 .9 m3fs.
ID
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OUTLET CAPAC iTY
41
Introduction
•
• 7.1 Outflow from W illingdon Levels is via Crumbles and/or West
•
Langney Sewers . The work carried out for the EPDP report suggests that
during a 100 year flood :-
•
•)•
• (1) the average ou tflow via West Langney Sewer at low tide
w ill be 7 .75 m3 /s ; and ,
(2) there will be no ou tflow via Crumbles Sewer .
41
In the follow ing paragraphs we review the calculations and comm ent on41
the assumptions that they are based upon .
41
• West  Langney Sewer hydraulics
41
7 .2 In the study (Ref 2 ) carried out for the EPDP report the
41 capac ity of West Langney Sewer between Langney Bridge and Fence Bridge
41 (ie across Mountney Level) was estimated using Mann ings equation . In
41 this equation :-
(1) the channel parameters were based on i'he average of
41 nine surveyed cross sections ;
•
41
41
41
41
• 7 .3 For the most part, the basic approach adopted is reasonab le
41 even though it incorporates several simplifying assump tions . The choice
of friction fac tor is rea li!“-ic and , although we have not been able to
41 ob tain a drawing showing of the survey ed cross sections , we have
41 no reason to doubt the calculation of the channel properties . One small
•
•
(2 ) a friction factor (n) of 0 .035 was adopted ; and ,
(3) the water surface slope was derived on the basis of a
level of 1 .9 m OD at Langney Bridge and an everage low
water level of 1 .4 m OD at Fence Bridge .
ID
modification that is requ ired is to allow for the loss of kinetic energy
411 as the flow påsses into Pevensey Haven via the constricted channel
section at Fence Bridge Slu ice . This wou ld reduce the sewer discharge ,
when the water level is at  l . 4  mOD , from 7.75 to 7.3 re /s.
ID
ID 7 .4 Two other factors have a much greater bearing on the
effective capacity of West Langney Sewer as a carrier of ou tflows from
W illingdon Levels :-
• (1) the actual water surface slope between Langney Bridge
411 and Fence Bridge ; and ,
(2 ) the effects of runoff from Mountney Level , wh ich was
• not mentioned in the EPDP studies . The effect of
•
inflows from this 7 .2 kin2  catchment is importan t
41
because the runoff from Moun tney Level will enter West
Langney Sewer in preference to the outflow Willingdon
• Levels .
•
ID
7 .5 In a tide-locked reach , the average discharge over a tidal
cycle is very sensitive to variations in the water level at the
downstream end of the reach . To improve the estimate of the effective
11 discharge capacity of Wes t Langney Sewer at Langney Bridge an d to assess
ID
its sensitivity to the water surface slope we have made simplified
calcu lations to allow for the temporal variations in water levels at
either end of the reach and for inflows from Mountney Level . In these
calculations we have assumed :-
4 P (1) that the channel parameters are as calcula ted for the
• EPDP and remain constan t over the tidal cycle ; and
411
ID
(2) all the inflow from Mountney Level enters the Sewer
halfway between Langney Bridge and Fence Bridge .
ID
411 -7 .6 The rc,s-i.L of our calculations are summarised on Figure
7 .1 . The figure shows how sensitive the discharge is both to the level
difference between Langney Bridge and Fence Bridge and to the inflow
•
•
•
ID from Mountney Level . For example , if the level difference increases
•
from 0 .3 to 0 .7m , the discharge would rise from 5.7 to 8.6 m3 /s in the
absence of any inflows from Mountney Level. Alternatively, with a head
difference of 0 .5m, the presence of a 5 m3 /s inflow from Mountney Level
would reduce the discharge capacity at Langney Bridge from /7.3 to 4 .2
m3  s .
7.7 During a 100 year flood based on a 31 hour storm we estimate
that the average discharge from Mountney Level would be 6.25 m3 /s during
41 the peak 6 hour period and 4 .15 m3 / 8  over the peak 24 hour period .
ID Assuming that the water level difference was 0 .5 m , all through the low
tide period , the average low tide outflow at Langney Bridge at the
height of the design flood would be about 3.2 m3 /s as compared with the
41 value of 7 .75 m3 /s assumed in the EPDP report .
7.8 The effect of the water level variations at Fence Bridge
• throughout the design event are difficult to take account of as there is
no information available to us on 1 in 100 year flood conditions . We
ID have attempted to gain some idea of potential conditions, including the
period of tidelock , from an analysis of the flood of January 1986 .
41 7.9 The water levels recorded at Langney Bridge and Pevensey
110 Depot on 3 January 1986 are shown on Figure 7 .2 . This figure also shows
the level at Fence Bridge at 9am as recorded by the sluice keeper . The
411 observed value was 0 .4m higher than the contemporary level recorded at
Pevensey Depot . A possible tide curve for Fence Bridge based on this
ID
observed level has been sketched on Figure 7 .2. The level records
indicate that levels at Pevensey Depot were higher than those at Langney
Bridge for a total of 8 hours on 3 January 1986 .
11 7 .10 We have assessed the discharge at Langney Bridge for 3-
January 1986 using Figure 7 .1 on the basis of the observed  o r  inferred
water levels and assuming that direct drainage from the catchment
41 downstream of Langney Bridge was half the runoff anticipated in the 100
year desigr T 7nrm . The results shown on Table 7.1 suggest an average11
discharge at Langney Bridge of between 2 .7 and 3 .9 m3 /s depending on
ID which water level curve is assumed to apply at Fence Bridge . This
00
estima te allows for the storage of flows draining directly to the Sewer
during the high tide period but makes no allowance for any reversal of
flow that may have occurred at Fence Bridge . The estimated average
daily discharge at Langney Bridge has to be compared with the
• independent estimate of 2 .9 m3/s for the combined capacities of West
Langney and Crumbles Sewers based on flood volume and the time taken to
40
evacuate the flood (See paragraph 6 .8 ). The results suggest that the low
water level at Fence Bridge was probably significantly higher than that
recorded at Pevensey Depot. This difference would arise from headlosses
in Pevensey Haven downstream of Fence Bridge whilst the outfall to the
sea at Pevensey was discharging freely at low tide.
II
II 7 .11 Since the levels at Fence Bridge are not known during a 100
I I year design flood we have assumed that the levels at both Fence Bridge
and Langney Bridge on 3 January °1986 would be raised 0.25m to give a
peak level of 2.0 m OD at Langney Bridge . Using these levels , and the
100 year inflows from Mountney Level suggests that the average flow at
•
Langney Bridge during the peak 24 hours would be between 1.1 and 2 .2
•
e / s  depending on which of the two tide curves assumed for Fence Bridge
is the more realistic. This analysis is outlined on Table 7 .2 . By
contrast in the unlikely event that the levels at Fence Bridge are the
same as on 3 January 1986 , the average daily discharge would rise to
between 4 .7 and 5.5 re /s. Table 7.2 indicates the number of hours of
tidelock for each case and the maximum water level difference at low
tide .
7 .12 The results shown on Table 7 .2 indicate the importance of
water level differences between Fence Bridge and Langney Bridge .
Increasing the difference at low tide will increase the discharge . At
40 high tide , the most important factor is the duration of any tide locked
periods when discharge at Fence Bridge is not possible. In summary
these results suggest that, if during the critical 100 year flood water
levels at Fence Bridge are approximately 0 .25 m above those inferred for
the 3 January 1986 from the sluice gauge reading , the discharge past
Lane:LJ% ?ridge will be severely restricted to a  24  hour average of
around 1 .1 m3/s . This value is less than one third the amount (3.9
m3 /s) implied in the EPDP report.
7 .13 We have not made any allowances for the transient effects
wh ich arise because water levels at both ends of the Sewer are
continually changing in response to the level fluctuations in Pevensey
Haven nor have we made any allowance for flooding of land downstream of
Langney Bridge. These aspects could be analysed using a transient
backwater model bu t we do not think the refinemment is warranted at this
stage .
7 .14 The height of the sea tides at Pevensey seem likely to have
only a small effect on the high water level in Pevensey Haven as the
duration of the period when the tidal doors are tide locked will
probably be fairly similar whatever the tide range . This aspect could
be considered further by examining the tide curves and the level of the
tidal doors at Pevensey
Crumbles Sewer hydraulics
7 .15 We have examined the available data for the Crumbles Sewer
to see if it would be able to increase significantly the outflow from
the Willingdon Levels during floods . No outflow was assumed in the EPDP
report.
7.16 The sewer discharges to the sea through a 243 m square box
culver t wh ich is protected by a tidal flap . The culvert invert is set
at — 0 .03m OD , which will allow free discharge from the Crumbles Sewer
whenever sea level is below about + 0 .5 m OD , perhaps 7 hours each tide .
7 .17 The water level in the sewer channel upstream of the tidal
doors during low tide periods will be de termined by the head required to
pass the discharge through the tide flaps. The flow through the outfall
sluice at Princes Park boating lake will also be affected by this level.
Overall we estimate that flows of up to about 2 m3 /s can be passed
through the boating lake and out to sea at low tide without overtopping
either the inlet or the outlet weirs at the boating lake . At flows
al,ove about 2 .4 Tn3 /s, the level in the boating lake will exceed the
inlet and outlet weir level of 0 .86 m OD .
7 .18 If discharges through the boating lake are higher , the lake
• level will rise to allow sufficient flow 'over the weir. The 11-12m
•
length of this weir limits the rise, so that at a flow of  4  1/13/s the
lake level is likely to be 1.1 m OD , just over 0 .2 m above the weir
level. At higher flows, the level in the lake will be contr011ed by the
• backwater from the tidal flap , so that at a flow of 8  F13/s , the lake
0 level will rise to about 1 .6 m OD , about 0 .75 m above the weir level .
•
•
•
•
•
•
Improvements to outlet capacity
• 7 .22 The foregoing analysis of the West Langney and Crumbles
Sewers suggests that during a 100 year design flood, the average
outflows when the water level on Willingdon Levels is 2.0 m OD will be
between 1.0 and 2 .0 ril'/s through the West Langney Sewer and upto 1.5
0
•
•
7.19 The flow entering the Princes Park boating lake is
controlled by the Crumbles Sluice on the Willingdon Levels and by the
overall capacity of the Crumbles Sewer channel, including the effects of
culverts and other structures . From a preliminary assessment of the
channel properties we consider the low water discharge capacity of the
sewer may be about 3 m3/s with a level of around + 1.9 m OD in the
Willingdon Levels and a level of around 1.1m OD in Princes Park lake .
Since discharge can only take place for just over half the tidal period ,
the sewer may be able to discharge an average of around 1.5 m3/s with
flood levels of  4  1 .9m OD on the Willingdon Levels . In this assessment
we have not made any allowance for runoff which drains directly into the
sewer downstream of Willingdon Levels.
7.20 One advantage of discharging through the Crumbles Sewer is
that the tailwater level outside the tide flaps is directly related to
sea level, which is fairly predictable , and not dependent on flood
runoff from another catchment.
7 .21 The backing up of water in the sewer at high tide would
necessitate flood banks in this sewer that were high enough to contain
the peak levels throughout its length. These flood banks may already
exist.
41
411 m3/6 through the Crumbles Sewer . The combined average outlet capacity
ID of these two sewers will certainly be less than the average of 3.9 m3/s
assumed for West Langney Sewer in the EPDP report.
ID 7 .23 We have attempted to estimate the interrelationships between
ID storage capacity , outlet capacity , flood inflows and peak water levels
111 by routing the design flood through storages of various sizes with a
range of outlet capacities . The initial level of the storage was set at
1.36 m OD , the average level of all lakes proposed in the  EPDP  report.
•
7 .24 The analyses initially used a 100 year flood based on a 31ID
hour storm , but a check was made using a 100 year flood based on a 53
411 hour storm as this was found to give higher water levels for outlet
• capacities of less than 7  e f s  at a level of 2 .0m  OD.
•
7 .25 The outlet ratings were based on a pipe running full with a
crown at + 1.0m  OD  which was able to discharge freely . The rating was
•
•
A similar rating could be defined for a free surface discharge through
tidal doors . The precise rating for an actual structure would depend on
41 its size, its design and its level.
0•
7.26 The effects of rou-,ing the upd:ttel.: 100 year design flooi
through the 112 ha lake area proposed in the EPDP report is illustrated
• in Figure 7.3 . This demonstrates that the existing 24 hour average
•
combined outlet capacity of around 3.0 m3/s through West Langney and
Crumbles Sewers at 2 .0 m OD would cause peak levels in the Willingdon
Levels lake system of about 2 .6 m OD . In practice somewhat lower levels
would be expected because of the flooding of low ground around the lake
•
system . This figure also suggests that the ex isting outlet capacity
would need to be trebled to prevent water rising above 2 .0 m OD in
Willingdon levels in the design storm.
•
7 .27 The extra outlet capacity required in this situation could
not easily be provided by modifications to either the West Langney or
Crumbles Sewer channels . An alternative would be large tidal doors or a
pumping station discharging into the proposed Crumbles Marina . • A
411 pumping station would need to be capable of discharg ing upto 8 m3/s
during flood periods . Tidal doors would need to be capable of
discharging upto 16 m3/s if they were tide locked for half the time .
• The  size  of the doors would depend critically on their design ,
•
particularly the period of tidelock , but we anticipate that an effective
area of at least 5m2  below + 1.0 m OD would be required .
•
410
7.28 The provision of additional storage or the relaxa tion of the
•
design top water level in W illingdon Levels would perm it a reduction in
the capacity of the outlet structures. The effect is illustrated on
Figure 7 .4 . For example the provision of  an  additional 230 Ml of
41 storage below 2 .0m OD , would reduce the required nominal average outlet
411 capacity from 11 to 7 rf13/s . Allowing for the existing average outlet
capacity in the two sewers , this would halve the amount of additional
capacity needed from 8 to 4 m3/s .
•
40 7.29 The adoption of lower normal retention levels would also
ID  • increase the available flood storage and so reduce the requ ired outlet
capacity . In addition a lower normal retention level would increase
411 local gradients in the storm water sewers around the margins of the
Willingdon Levels and so tend to improve surface water drainage from the
ID urban areas (See Section 3 .7).
ID
41
411
41
••
•
7 .30 Irrespective of whether the outlet capacity of tne
Willingdon Levels is improved by the provision of a new tidal outlet, or
by a land drainage pumping station , appropriately sized main channels
• will need to be constructed to link Willingdon Levels to the sea . The
proposed Crumbles Marina could be utilized for the seaward .portion of
the channel . Since a pumping station could discharge all through the
tide cycle , its required capacity would be about half that necessary
• with gravity flow tidal doors . The importance of minimizing head losses
ID in a gravity system would necessitate connecting channels that were
three or four times the size of those required for a pumping station .41
These advantages of a pumping station would be offset to some extent by
the running costs of the station and the costs necessary to ensure
ID reliable operation of a station that would only be required on rare
occasions .
411
•
•
•
•
•
111
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
411
ID
•41
•
•
•
41
41
• Notes
41 (1)  In  Case A the Fence Bridge levels are assumed to be the same as
the levels at Pevensey Depot .
•
• (2) In Case B the Fence Bridge levels have been inferred from
41 Peven sey Depot levels taking into account an ob served spot level
at Fence Bridge (see Figure 7 .2).
41
41
41
41 Alternative estimates of average discharge capacity of West Langney
• Sewer at Langney Bridge on 3 January 1986 .
•
41
41
41
41
TABLE 7 .1
41
41
41
• CASE
•
C D * E
41
HWI at Langney Bridge (mOD ) 2 .00 2 .00 2 .00 2 .00
• HWI at Fence Bridge (mOD) 2 .12 2 .12 1 .87 1 .87
•
Period of Tidelock (hrs ) 8 .00 8 .00 0 .00 0 .00
41
LWI at Langney Bridge (mOD ) 1 .70 1 .70 1 .80 1 .80
LWI, at Fence Bridge (mOD ) 0 .90 1 .30 0 .65 1 .05
• Max imum level difference (m ) 0 .86 0 .50 1 .20 0 .83
•
(Langney Bridge - Fence Bridge)
41
• Average inflow from Mountney Level (m3 /s ) 4 .1 4 .1 4 .1 4 .1
•
Peak inflow from Mountney Level (m3 /s) 6 .5 6 .5 6 .5 6 .5
41
• Average discharge at Langney Bridge
•
over 24 hr at heigh t of flood  ( 0 / s )
 2 .2 1 .1 5 .5 4 .7
41
• NOTES
41
41
Case C : Fence Bridge levels : 0 .25 m above levels recorded at
Pevensey Depot on 3 Jan 1986
41 Langney Bridge levels : 0 .25 m above levels recorded on 3 Jan
41 1986
41
Case D : Fence Bridge levels : 0 .25 m above lev els inferred for
Fence Bridge on 3 Jan 1986
41 Langney Br idge levels : 0 .25 m above levels recorded on 3 Jan
•
1986
41
Cas e E : Fence Bridge levels : As recorded at Pevensey Depot on 3
Jan 1986
41 Langney Bridge levels : As in EPDP report
41 Case F : Fence Bridge levels : As inferiec for Fence Bridge on 3 Jan
198641
Langney Bridge levels : As in EPDP report
41
•
Estimates of West Langney Sewer discharge at Langney Bridge during a 100
year flood .41
41 TABLE 7 .2
••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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8 .
General
LAKE SYSTEM H':LLAULICS
8 .1 The relationship between the storage requ irements And the
411 outlet capacity for the Willingdon Levels development propOsed in the
•
EPDP report has been considered in paragraphs 7 .21 to 7.28. This showed
that the proposed storage capacity will not be adequate unless theID
existing outlet capacity is increased or the permitted maximum water
level in the lake system is raised. In this section we consider the
internal arrangements needed to transfer water to the different water
storage areas in the Willingdon Levels and the arrangements necessary
for control of sediment and floating trash in the Levels . For this
• analysis we have used the lake system devised for the EPDP report
•
without taking account of the changes that would result if the volume of
storage is increased or maximum lake levels are raised .
, II
• Principles for normal con trol of lake levels
8 .2 In Summer the water level in the Willingdon Levels is
maintained at + 1.4m OD . This level could be maintained in lakes in the
41 West Langney and Shinewater Sectors by maintain ing hydraulic continuity
with the main streams conveying water across the levels. This would of
necessity entail a small level difference between the lakes at the
upstream end of the Shinewater Sector and the downstream end of the West
ID Langney Sector . A major problem will be ensuring an adequate flow of
•
water through the lakes in summer to maintain their quality . This might
entail special summer sluices in the main carrier channels .40
Interconnecting culverts would be required between all the lakes in the
ID Shinewater and West Langney Sectors to ensure each had a supply of fresh
ID water.
•
8 .3 In winter the water levels in the Willingdon Levels are allowed
• to fall to aid the discharge of floodwaters . This fall in general
411 levels will affect the proposed lakes and wou ld require sluice
structures to ensure water levels could not f:.11 r.elow the minimumID
retention level. The flood storage potential of the lakes would be
•
•
•
•
•
••
41
t ienhanced if the : ention level U e w inter  mcr It h s
when prolonged large volume floods arc  mo s t likely .
41
•
Operation of the Willingdon Levels during floods
41
8 .4 At times of flood the constraints on the operation of the lakes
• and channels in the Willingdon Levels will be very different from those
•
that dominate normal operation . During floods a major priority is to
41
direct as much water as possible through the main channels rather than
through the lakes .
•
•
8 .5 The majority of inflow to the Willingdon Levels enters the
41
Shinewater Sector from Wealdon District and then flows on into the West
Langney Sector . A smaller proportion enters the Broadwater Sector
41 directly and passes through the Southbourne Sector en route to the West
•
Langney Sector . In our analysis of the behaviour of the Willingdon
41
Levels lake system during floods we have considered the Shinewater and
West Lang ley Sectors separately from the Broadwater and Southbourne
41 Sectors .
41
Shinewater and West Langn ey Sectors
ID
41 8 .6 In our flood routing calculations , we have assumed that the
•
levels in all the lakes of the West Langney and Shinewater Sectors , and
41
also in the flooded area upstream , will be the same . In practice a
water surface slope will be required to allow water to flow under
41 gravity through the system . The difference in water level across the
•
Willingdon Levels will depend partly on the way the water is transferred
41
across the Levels but mainly on the size of the channels, culverts and
weirs that link the proposed lake system.
41
•
8 .7 Within the Willingdon Levels it will be important to allow as
much water as possible to pass straight through the Levels in the main41
channels , to ensure that the maximum possible volume is discharged early
• in the flood without filling the available storage . When the storages
41 need to be utilized it would be benefici .2se as far as is practical
the storages in the West Langney Sector ahead of those in the Shinewater41
•0
ID Sector . Th is will require chazinels tha t can pass floodwater around the
41 Shinewater lakes , and allow water levels in the West Langney lakes to
rise relatively early in the flood . This will provide a large waterID
surface to enable full use to be made of the available low tide outflow
ID capacity at Langney Bridge with a minimum of drawdown .
•
8 .8 Other benefits of large bypass channels would be :411
• (1) a reduction in the size of culverts and weirs linking the
•
lakes together ; and ,
ID
(2 ) preventing 'first flush ' pollutants and bed load sediments
ID from entering the lake system .
8 .9 In our assessments of the approximate sizes of the drainageID
structures required we have assumed that the main channel across the
• Willingdon Levels from Shinewater Bridge to Langney Bridge will require
41 a cross  sec tion  of  20s? during flood conditions . Assuming the length of
ID this channel to be about 3500m , it wou ld be able to discharge about 5
mz/s with a head difference of 0 .2m from end to end .
ID
• 8 .10 The weirs allowing  flood  overflow from this  channel  into the
West Langney lakes might be set at a cill level of + 1.55m OD w ith a41
length of 50 to 70m . The weirs controlling overflow from the main
ID channel into the Shinewater Lakes would need to be set higher at say +
411 1.85m OD and be between 90 and 120m long to delay inflow into this
sector . The weirs controlling inflows to both the West Langney andID
Shinewater lakes would need to be able to discharge around 10m3/s.
ID
•
8 .11 The levels and lengths of the weirs will need to be carefully
41 designed to ensure that the lakes fill in the most effective manner . If
the weirs connecting the channels to the lakes are grassed , care will
ID have to be taken to ensure that the water velocities over the weirs and
• floodways w ill be low enough to avoid damage to the grass . The length
ID of the weirs controlling overfl:, also depend on the distance
between the channel and the lak .  i t  supp lies , to ensure that the
ID headlosses in the .floodway between the channel and the lake are
ID
•
•
•
accep table .  We  have losses in these floodways will
have to be less than 0 .05m .
8 .12 W ith in each sec tor , weirs will need to be provided to allow the
easy transfer of water from one lake to the next. These weirs would
probably be set about 0 .15m above the summer retention level of the
lakes and would be as long as possible to minimize head losses as water
passed from one lake to the next. These weirs would be in addition to
the culverts required to circulate water through the lakes during low
flow periods .
8 .13 We estimate that the culvert required to transfer water from
the Shinewater lakes to the West Langney lakes would need to have a
capacity of about 5m2 /s with a headloss of not more than 0 .1m . This
culvert might require a cross sectional area of around 6 to 7m2  and
would be additional to the main 20 m2  channel under Willingdon Drove.
8 .14 The calculations of the size of the drainage structures is
dependent on the scheme that is finally chosen . The sizes given above
are indicative only and must not be used for design . A more detailed
study of routing and outflow arrangements will be required to ensure
that structures are of an appropriate size to allow the lake system to
operate in the most suitable manner . One major problem will be that the
small headlosses which must of necessity occur as flood waters move
through the lake system will prevent the whole of the storage area being
utilized to the permitted top water level. This will require the
provision of extra storage volume or the local relaxation of constraints
on top water level . A major objective of the design of the cross
drainage structures will be the achievement of an economically and
enVironmentally acceptable balance between the size and cost of the
structures and the volume and cost of the storage prov ided.
Broadwater and Southbourne Sectors
8 .15 The lakes in the Broadwater and Southbourne Sectors are fed
directly by the streams into th is part of the catchment. We
have assumed 25% of the flood inflows would enter these sectors
••
41 directly . :looci through the lakes in these sec:prf.
indica tes that the storage availab le above 1 .1m OD is su fficient to
41 store the whole in flow to these sec tors without exceeding 2 .0m OD
• providing the baseflow can be passed into the West Langney Sector . The
41 presen t storage availab le in the Broadwater and Southbourne Sectors is
insufficient to provide relief for the storages in the Sh inewater and
• West Langney Sectors .
•
41 Siltation  and debris problems
• 8 .16 The transfer of as much water as possible through the main
41 channels crossing the Willingdon Levels is necessary for the most
41 effective operation of the flood storage . This mode of operation will
encourage sediment and floating debris that is washed downstream in the
41 early stages of a flood to bypass the main lake areas. This should
• significantly reduce the amount of sediment and debris that would
41 otherwise collect in the lakes .
41 8 .17 The provision of overflow weirs as the main method of water
41 transfer into the lake system during floods will encourage most of the
debris travelling downstream at the peak of the flood to enter the lake41
system . We recommend that appropriate trash screens or booms are placed
41 around the overflow weirs to contain the debris within a small section
41 of the lake from where it can be removed after the flood'has subsided .
•
Ideally these booms should be placed in 2m deep water and have a length
of 50 to 100m . The low average velocities passing the screen would
41 ensure minimal headlosses even if the screens became partially blocked .
41 The des ign of the screens or booms will depend on whether there is a
41 need to contain surface oil slicks .
41 8 .18 The use of overflow weirs will ensure that the larger sediments
41 which normally travel close to the stream bed and may be moved during a
41 flood w ill rema in in the main stream . Most of the finer sediments
flushed through in the early stages of a flood before the levels rise
41 enough to overtop the weirs w ill also pass down the main channels.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•0
8 . I Y ::':  sediments suspenci,j .cnv  s . : L i c.7.  of
41 the ma in channels will be d iverted into the lakes over the weirs . Any
• fine sands in the suspended sed iments will settle quickly in the
•
quiescent cond itions in the lake , mostly within about 100m of the inlet
weir . If the accumulation of sand sized material caused a problem it
41
could be periodica lly removed from the area adjacent to the inlet weirs .
41 The debris screens shou ld be positioned around the area where dredging
41 m ight be required . The silts and clays that enter the lakes during
41
floods will settle in a very thin layer over a large po rtion of the lake
bed .
41
•
8 .20 Du ring low flow periods the  water circula ting  through the
culverts linking the lakes wou ld contain some silt and clay sized
41
sediments . Most of these sediments would also settle in the lake system
• and would be added to those which settle during floods .
41
8 .21 The average rate o f accumu lation of silts and clay sized
41
sediments in the lake system is likely to be very slow . For example if
• all the runoff from the catchment passed through the lake system and
•
contained 100 mg/1 of silt and clay , the average rate of siltation in
the lake system would be around lmm/yr. In practice , since both
41
assumptions are conservative the average rate of accumulation will be
41 much lower, though loca lly could reach 1 or 2 mm/yea r . The accumu lation
•
of sed iment on the lake bed over a 50 year period would be unlikely to
affec t the propo sed uses of the lake .
41
41
41
41
41
41
•
41
41
41
••
ICTION OF THE AMENITY LAKES
41
• Lake dimensions and drift deposits
41
9.1 In the EPDP report is is envisaged that the proposed amenity
41 lakes will comprise excavations approximately 3m deep and normally
• filled with water to a depth of 2m , so that the water surface lies about
•
1m below original ground level.
•
41 9 .2 Although the thickness of the differen t drift deposits
varies across the sites of the proposed lakes the typical sequence is :-
(1) topsoil ;
41 (2) a 1m thickness of firm to soft , brown to grey silty
• clay ;
41 (3) a lm thickness of peat; and
(4) several metres of soft silty clay.
41
41 Thus the part of the excavation normally above water level will consist
•
of firm clay whereas the submerged sides and floor the lake will be in
the soft clay . The peat will typically outcrop in the vinicity of the
41 shoreline .
41
41 Method of excavation
41 9 .3 . The soft clay floor of the excavations for the lakes will
l e
have insufficient bearing capacity to support the movement of excavating
41 or haulage plant. Excavations will therefore need to be carried out
from the rim of the excavation using dragline or back hoe excavators
41 standing on the stronger surface clay and topsoile and loading into
41 rubber tyred dump trucks . Even so it will probably be necessary to use
41 moveable mats to prov ide a stance for the machines while they are
travelling or working .
41
• 9.4 Haulage of the excavated material to the landfill sites or
•
for the landscaped mounds mentioned in the EPDP report
41
will require the construction of a system of temporary roads because the
ground surface is generally too weak to support heavy wheel loads
41
•
••
ID
•  1E.s :ve rutt. ng . Su:h ro :is wou ld :.yp ically co:.:tH.s: of
between 0 .5 and 1.0m of firm fill laid over a layer of woven geotextile
• to resist punching .
41
9 .5 It will be sensible to leave the existing grass and .topsoil
in place when constructing such roads so that advantage is taken of the
firmer surface crust they provide .
•
Stability  and  protection of the lake margins
40
• 9 .6 Along the rim of the excavation the presence of the soft
•
clay beneath the peat and surface layer of clay may be expected to give
rise to slipping and slumping of the face. This has been demonstrated
in the trial ponds excavated as part of the site investigation.
41 Considerable care will be needed in the positioning of the excavators
41 and the permanent edge of the excavation will need to be battered back
or stepped to an average slope no steeper than , say , 1 in 4 if serious
ID
slumping is to be avoided .
ID
•
9 .7 The EPDP report envisages that there will be landscape
mounds at some points along the lake margins . Considerations of
stability of the excavated margin will dictate that such mounds should
I • be of limited height (say 3m maximum ) and set well back from the
411 shoreline.
41
9 .8 Where the peat layers outcrop in the lake shore , close to
411 normal top water level, they will erode more quickly under the action of
waves than the overlying clay . The resulting overhangs will be unstable
ID
and will collapse when the clay layer cracks. This process will tend to
lead to a soft clay shoreline with peat redeposited on the lake bed
below the lowest level disturbed by wave action . Other factors which
•
will come into play include the growth of reeds and shoreline
vegetation , which will reduce wave action and act to stabilise this soft
margin . Erosion of the clay margin of the lakes by wave action will tend
41 to colour the water and the fine nature of the particles in suspension
41 .,112 cause the colour to persist even when wind action is no longer
present.
•
•
•
•
Measures which ca:, Ut: cons iders:: for limiting the effects of
wave action along the lake shoreline include :-
(1) placing gravel and pebbles to form artificial beaching ;
(2) the use of timber revetments;
(3) the encouragement of reed growth in appropriate
locations ; and ,
(4) the use of geotextile and concrete slab protection
systems.
Of the above , beaching is the most natural and immediately
effective measure. It is also likely to prove the most cost effective
given that suitable materials should be available within an economic
haul distance .
Seepages to and  from the lakes
9 .10 On the evidence of the available borehole information there
is little doubt concerning the ability of the lake to hold water since
they are underlain by a continuous layer of clay . Should any local
discon tinuities be revealed during excavation there is ample material
available to construct a clay blanket.
9 .11 Any inflows to or outflows from the lakes through the peat
layer are likely to be small because of the relatively low permeability
and shallow hydraulic gradients . Should it be necessary to exclude any
undesireable seepages , there is ample clay available to blanket the peat
outcrop . Alternatively a cutoff could be constructed by excavating a
trench through the peat , some distance back from the shoreline and
refilling the trench with clay .
ID
41
• 10. WATER QUALITY
41
Available data
41 10.1 Southern Water have taken water samples at several points on
40 the main streams of the catchment at approximately monthly intervals
41 over a 10 year period . These samples were analysed only for san itary
parameters to monitor the affect of discharges from Polegate sewage
41 treatment works (STW ). Since the works was take out of serv ice in July
41 1986 , mon itoring has been reduced .
41
10 .2 Because Polegate STW no longer discharges to the catchment
• the above data provide only a general gu ide to likely future conditions
41 in Willingdon levels. We have therefore restricted our investigation to
the information for 1985 and 1986 for the sampling points on :-
41
41 (1) Willingdon Upper Sewer immediately upstream of Willingdon
41 Drove, and
41
(2 ) West Langney Sewer at Fence Bridge.
41
•
These data are 'summarised in Table 10 .1.
•
10 .3 Southern Water have also taken a few spot samples at various
• points around the Lottbridge Drove landfill site which have been
41 analysed for heavy metals.
41
10 .4 Additional data are available from six trial ponds and from
41 three shallow boreholes, in the Park area . These data were collected as
•
part of a pollution monitoring study carried out by the Coun tryside
Research Unit of Brighton Polytechnic (Ref . 7). The data from the trial41
ponds are summarised in Table 10 .2 .
•
•
Quality of streamflows
41
10 .5 The samples taken from the Willingdon Upper Sewer show the
• water to be slightly alkaline, moderately hard to hard (137 to 270 mg/1
41
41
41
41
••
• total hardness as CaCO3 ) and with total alkalinity ranging from 75 to
202 mg/1 . The mineral and saline constit-Jents of the water are
moderate, the chloride ranging from 40 to 93 mg/l.
10 .6 The median concentrations of ammoniacal nitrogen and nitrite
nitrogen in the Willingdon Sewer are 0 .47 mg/1 and 0 .10 mg/140
respectively . These concentrations would normally be taken as evidence
40 for gross contamination of a surface water drainage by the effluent and
• suggest relatively low diluting flows from the upper catchment. The
organic content is substantial at times , indicating the current effect
of urban drainage or perhaps resuspension of material deposited from
Polegate STW .
10 .7 The concentrations of total oxidised nitrogen in Willingdon
Upper Sewer show considerable var iation (from 0 .5 to 11.3 mg/1) although
the median of 4 .6 mg/1 is not unusual. The concentra tions at the Fence
• Bridge site are reduced by half over the Willingdon Sewer
concentrations, almost certainly indicating plant uptake of the
nitrogen .
•
•
10 .8 The concentrations of orthophosphate , the other major plant
40 nutrient, are high for a surface water and almost certainly stem from
sewage discharges . This median concentration falls from 2 .8 mg /1 at
Willingdon Drove to 1.00 mg/1 at Fence Bridge again suggesting the
•
uptake of phosphorus by algae or macrophy tes.
•
10 .9 The pH variations at the two sites provides further evidence
• for algal or macrophyte growth in the system. Also the values for total
oxidised nitrogen show that nitrogen is at times completely removed from
solution. This indicates that nitrogen is the limiting nutrient on algal
or macrophyte growth in this ecosystem , a somewhat unusual occurrence in
freshwater systems where orthophosphate is commonly the limitation .
10 .10 Figure 10 .1 shows the recorded nitrogen and phosphorus
concentrations since January 1985. The effect of removing the sewage
effluent discharge from the Willingdon drainage is c learly shown . It
must be expected that these nutrients will, however , con tinue to be
leached from the surrounding dra inag-i fo:- a year or two before failing
to more stable and lower concentrations .
•
Water  quality in the trial pits and boreholes
•
10 .11 The study by the Countryside Research Unit (Ref. 7 ) was
• concerned with detecting any deleterious effect of the landfill sites on
•
water quality. The study used phenols and bacteria as indicators of
contamination of th'e ground water by industrial trade wastes from the
landfill sites.
•
10 .12 The choice of phenol is unusual and we are not aware of any
other published literature where phenol has been used as an indicator of
pollution by landfill lechates . However, there were only three
40 occurrences of low levels of phenol, traces being found in two of the
40 ponds and one borehole. These could have resulted from a w ide variety
40 of sources and we do not feel they are a cause for concern . We would
expect any ground water contamination , even at low con centrations , to be
present at a permanent background level rather than as pulses of higher
concentration .
10 .13 The bacteriolog ical data for the surface waters in the trial
ponds show that median concentrations of total coliforms fluctuate from
• 500 to 1700 bacteria per 100 ml and peak at 20,000 per 100 ml, with
E .coli giving occasional positives . These concentrations fall well
w ithin the expected range for surface waters in an actively cattle
g razed drainage area . There is no evidence that these numbers reflect
o ther than normal animal faecal contamination. Salmonella was found to
be absent for all tests .
• 10 .14 In addition to the study by the Countryside Research Unit,
Southern Water have analysed spot samples taken from around the
•
Lottbridge Drove landfill site for heavy metals . Th ese analyses have
not yielded any values above the expected background levels for the
area .
•
•
•
•
•
•
'Ac  do ! : D t cons idtr ph enci s and bacteria arc parL;cu h iriy
sensitive indicators of pollution and would have preferred tb have seen
ID more tests using indicators such as ammonia and heavy metals (e .g .
ID copper, chrome, lead and zinc ). However , from the limited data
available there is no evidence to suggest contamination of the .surface41
or groundwater of the Park as the result of leachate from the landfill
• site.
110
Effects of urban drainageID
10 .16 Approximately 40% of the catchMent draining to Willingdon
•
Levels is already urbanised and the limited urban developments detailed
in the EPDP report are unlikely to cause a further significant
deterioration in the quality of the catchment runoff. However it should
• be recognised that the runoff from highly urbanised catchments often
111 contains significant loads of particulate organics, some heavy metals
and slicks containing oil and tar . There are no data for these
parameters for Willingdon Levels and it is difficult to predict the
• likely loadings because runoff quality is highly site specific . Studies
41 in North America and Australia have shown that stormwater runoff from
ID
residential areas can produce loads equivalent to the load from a sewage
effluent in terms of nitrogen , phosphorus and suspended material. Much
of the suspended material will reach the water courses when mobilised in
the first flush following a period of dry weather , typically as the
result of a summer thunderstorm .ID
ID Water quality requirements for the park
10 .17 The development of the Park is primarily for flood storage,411
but nevertheless it will not be seen as a success if water quality in
41 the planned lakes and water features is not attractive. Table 10 .3
ID lists the water bodies that have been proposed , together with their
planned recreational use , and "key" features . These features are
primarily the physical requirements or objectives necessary to achieve
41 suitable water quality for the intended uses .
041 !0.1 There are no legal requiremen ts or standards for amen ity an::
recreational lakes in the UK , but we have se t ou t in Table 10 .4 the
41
criteria and actual standards (the latter as concentrations ) wh ich migh t
41 well be adop ted by a managem ent team as objectives for the three major
41 uses of the water for which water quality has importance . These
41
criteria are taken from the EEC Directives wh ich now apply by law to
certain natural water bodies .
41
41 10 .19 There is a fourth use of the water not described in Table
41
10 .4 . The appearance of the water will be of great concern to the
public in several of the water bodies . In Sou thbourne Lake and Winkney
41 Lake paren ts and ch ildren will be major users and the aesthetic quality
41 of the environment w ill be importan t for the venue 's success . In these
41
lak es , in particular , good clarity will be importan t , as well as the
absence of floating debris .
41
41 10 .20 The EPDP report envisages that the lakes :
41 (1) will have a constant depth of 2 m at normal top water level ;
41 and
41
41
(2) will be offline in the sense tha t , except during times of
flood , the major part of the flow across Willingdon Levels
41 will be via the water courses . *
41
41
Runoff from the catchment will obviously be required to fill
the lakes initially , to make good evaporation losses and to ensure that
41 the lak e con ten ts are renewed . We estimate that the long term average
41 runoff to the Park is between 0 .3 and 0 .4 m3 /s with perhaps 80% of the
41
average annual runoff occurring during the win ter months . Even if all
summer flow from the ca tchmen t upstream of the Shinewater sector were
41 routed through the lakes , their contents would not be replaced in an
41 average summer .
41
10 .21 Based on evidence of the 1985 and 1986 data , the water
41 quality in the drainage channels entering the Park area falls within
41 Class 2 of the National Water Council classification , although
41
41
41
41
de t,:rioratIL: towaris Class 3 It sn,y,i1c  : u
41
that the existing quality (see Table 10.1) exceeds the guideline
41 concentrations for coarse fish for ammonia and phosphorus . Sou thern
•
Water consider that the occasional deterioration in water quality within
6
Willingdon Levels was due to storm water overflows from Polegate STW .
This source of pollution has now been removed and a trend to lower
41 concentrations in nitrogen and phosphorus has been observed . There
41 should also be a gradual improvement in the BOD , ammonia and nitrite
41
levela in the runoff from the catchment upstream at the Shinewater
sector . Nevertheless, the risk that flood runoff from the urban areas ,
41 probably as the result of a summer thunderstorm , will cause a sudden
41 deterioration of water quality must be recognised .
41 10.22 The variations in nitrogen and phosphorus concentrations in
41 the present drainage system provide evidence of algal and/or macrophyte
•
growth . In the open waters of the proposed amenity lakes, with their
41
very long retention times, the potential for growth will be much greater
and particularly so if measures are taken to ensure the clarity of the
41 waters (see paragraphs 9.8 and 9 .9 ). In spite of a general improvement
•
which may occur in the ambient concentrations of nitrogen and phosphorus
in runoff from the catchment it likely that:-
41
41 (I) on occasions during summer algae will flourish in the
41 surface waters ; and
41 (2) macrophytes will rapidly colonise the whole lake area where
41 light reaches the bottom sediments .
41
10 .23 To reduce the amount of maintenance required we recommend
that consideration is given to :-
ID
•
(1) deepening parts of the proposed lakes ; and
41 (2 ) where possible ensuring a constant throughput of water .
41
•
If the middle of Broadwater , Shinewater and West Langney
lakes were deepened to 3 to  4  metres this would not only help to limit
41
the grc ,..- of ic and macrophy t.::‘ a iso
attractive habitat for fish, allowing them to avoid the hot upper layers
in summer and the attentions of diving birds. The average depth of the
lakes need not be altered greatly from 2 metres , as part of the
shoreline can be made gradually shelving to provide natural marshy
banksides . This would be particularly suitable, say , on the western
shores of Shinewater Lake and its wildlife reserve island . and on the
western shore of West Langney Lake .
10.24 In spite of the above , with the long residence times in the
lakes , water quality can be expected to decline markedly during most
summers unless remedial action is taken . A study will need to be
carried out to establish the most effective method of maintaining
appropriate water quality standards in ' the lakes . However we expect
that it will prove necessary to install some form of mechanical aeration
and recirculation system . It may also '6e necessary to use algicides .
Landscaping and tree growth
10.25 We do not envisage that the earth moving operations to form
mounds or embankments will result in any longterm water quality
problems . Our experience in the construction of comparable development
at Strathclyde Park , showed that utilisation of the subsoils caused no
water quality problems, provided they were adequately drained . However
the establishment of a plant cover on the new ly formed embankments was
slow unless top soiling was undertaken .
10.26 The use of pre-seeding fertilisers and subsequent fertiliser
dressings could provide undesirable enrichment of the lakes in
Eastbourne Park . The plant cover should be allowed to establish itself
on the newly formed land , for at least a year, before the lakes are
stocked with fish .
10.27 Ev idence from the Lottbridge Drove experimental planting
site (Ref. 8 ) suggests that it will be possible to establish a wide
range of tree species within the Park without undue difficulty .
data in an MSc thesn by A J
Morey (Ref. 9 ). No excessive chloride or sulphate concentrations were
- found in groundwater samples from the area (with the exception of a
single sample with su)phate in excess of 1000 ppm), nor were pH values
other than around neutrality recorded .
10 .29 It seems unlikely therefore that any water quality problem
is likely to arise in the Park from use of the indigenous subsoils in
the landscaping . Some waterlogging of some mounds may occur due to the
m ixed nature of the sub soils with pockets of peaty deposits in the clay
silts, but we believe that local remedial drainage using standard land
drainage techniques will be able to cope with such difficulties . It
w ill probably be useful to employ some of the pioneer species such as
alder , Alnus sp ., and the wet ground tolerant species of w illow , Salix
spp . as initial plantings to help dry out areas where taller cover trees
are wanted in the long term design . The initial plantings can be
thinned out when the permanent trees are well established.
•
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Deman d
5 Day s Ne l 3 .44 2 . 65 0 . 90 13 .0 2.4e 2 . 15 1 . 0 5 . 5
•
•
Notes
LT  • Les s  th an
0
•
Based on Southern Water data for period July 1985 to November 1986
40
•
40
41
41
ID
411
41
Summary of water quality data in
• Willingdon and West L angney sewers
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ke Features or OV ectives
Island reserve , WQ for fish
Hard shoreline , shallow , good
clarity , WQ for bath ing
Island for camping (? ), WQ for
bathing and fish
Natural shorelines , WQ not
critical but to fishery quality
Natural shorelines , WQ not
critical but to fishery quality
Natural shorelines , WQ not
critical but to fishery quality
Island for camping , landing
facilities on one shore , west
shore natural shoreline , WQ for
bathing
WQ not critical but to fishery
quality
WQ not critical but to fishery
quality
Natural vegetation , WQ not
critical but to fishery quality
Natural shoreline in parts ,
high clarity , WQ for bathing
Natural vegetation , WQ not
critical
Natural vegetation
Natural appearance , WC? no t
critical
Some natural shores , WQ for
bathing
Navigable, WQ not critical but
to fishery quality
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• APPENDIX A
HISTORICAL REV IEW OF FLOODING41
• Rainfall sear ch
•
A .1 A t an early stage of the study , a search of daily rainfall40
records was made for possible historical flood-produc ing events on the
Park catchment . In this respect , the long and generally continuous
• record for Eastbourne Wilmington Sq . was exceptionally helpful. A
search for large 1-day and 2-day rainfalls in the period 1888-1984
provided a preliminary list of events for wh ich rainfall depths over a
range of durations were examined further . Sub sequen tly , two events in
•
1985/1986 were added . The ou tcome of the rainfall search was the list
of notable ra infall events presen ted here as Table A .1 The list is
'10
though t to be reasonably comprehensive but is biased to include some
• recent even ts (for which additional data are availab le) that would
41 otherw ise not have qualified as notab le .
40
A .2 Th e rainfall data from Tab le A .1 is represented in Fig . A .1 to
h ighlight the relative severity of the events over particular durations
•
(from 1 to 16 days ). Comparison of the depth-duration data for
ID particular even ts with 5-year and 100-year design values provides an
indica tion of the relative severity of particu lar events'. As a first
41 examp le , it is in teresting to note that the still-remembered severe
• flood of O ctober/November 1960 (EVENT M ) had ra infall depths which were
excep tional on ly for durations of 4 days or grea ter . Moreover , at41
longer durations the event was still much smaller than those of October
• 1939 (EVE NT G ) and October 1949 (EVENT J ).
41
An tecedent condition
• A .3 Flood runoff from heavy rainfall events is affected by the
40 antecedent catchmen t wetness and this is conven ien tly indexed by
41 an tecedent rainfall and time of year . (See second and third column s of
Tab le A .1)
•
•
•
•
!-lood reports
A .4 Various sources of information were used to glean informatior.
about the nature of flooding in the park area and its surrounds. These
sources included :-
•
(i) the EPDP report and a companion document entitled
'Eastbourne Park Landscape Studies ';
411 (2) a Section 24 Survey produced by Southern Water;
(3) correspondence files relating to specific incidents
brought to the attention of Southern Water; and ,
41
•
(4) photographs supplied by Eastbourne Borough Council and a
ID local resident.
411 We also undertook an independent search of local newspaper
records , guided by the results of the search of the rainfall records.
A .5 Further details of some of the events listed in Table A .1 are
40 given below . Attention has been biased towards the larger and more
ID recent events.
•
4/15 OCTOBER 1939 (EVENT G )
111
•
No information was found relating to flooding in this event . The
antecedent condition was dry and it is possible that the resultant flood41
was insufficient to warrant mention in wartime newspapers. (From Fig A .1
• it is seen that the long-duration rainfall depths were extremely high).
41
15/26 OCTOBER 1949 (EVENT J)41
411 Newspaper accounts centred on flooding in Cen tral Eastbourne ,
41 attributing this to torrential rain coinciding with the high tide such
41 that surface sewers could not cope . A separate reference to "seriou9
flooding at Hampden Park, where the marshes around the Hydney Estate are
411 still deep ly flooded right out to Stone Cross" is perhaps the most
41
•
•
•
••
•
telling  o f  all the historical information gathered . (liainfz, l dept  i r
this event provide the historical maxima for all dura tions above 2 days
- See Fig A .1).
11
•
19 OCTOBER / 4 NOVEMBER 1960 (EVENT M)
40
Newspaper accounts of 2 November 1960 refer to : "heading for the wettest
ever year", "stretches of road under water at Wannock", and "Monday
evening 's rain was too much for the dyke and streams entering marshland
between Polegate and Hampden Park , the water overflow ing to form large
'lakes ', the one in the p icture isolating a pylon" . The issue of 5
• November 1960 has a photograph showing flooding nearly to doorstep level
in Hampden Avenue on Thursday afternoon . This would seem to confirm the
40 longevity of innundation of the Park area in this event (assuming that
the street flooding was indicative of drowned surface water outfalls).
• An East Sussex River Board report on the November 1960 flood indicates
41 that it as "not particularly severe especially in the upper reaches ,
worse conditions having been experienced in the past few years. In the
lowland however , flood levels were higher as the levels in the Crumbles
• 'and Willingdon Upper Sewers and Langney Haven are affected by conditions
40 at the Pevensey Bay outfalls as the two systems are interconnected.
41
(Elsewhere a water level of 1.93m is quoted for Crumbles Sluice). There
is no doubt that works carried out in this area during the last few
40 years had a beneficial effect in lowering levels". This quote raises
the point that the existing drainage system has evolved over many years
and points to the significance of upgrades to the Pevensey Bay tidal
outfalls undertaken in the mid/late 1950 's . The EPDP report speaks of
this event as being "the last time when conditions arose which gave rise
41 to concern .., but the flood did not materialise".
411 24  NOVEMBER / 9 DECEMBER 1960 (EVENT M)
•
•
This event followed soon after Event M and led to reports in the 7
December 1960 issue : "water swirls off Downs", "wettest ever year", "the
water was coming off the hills in streams", "worst rainstorm and gale
for many years ; 12 hours of non-stop wind and torrential rain" ,  I
411 call-outs to cellars in Hampden Park area", "drainage ditch at Manor
Close , Willingdon overflowed" and , accompany ing a p icture of flooded
•
•
•
11
E rdens , -the flooding at  Lo -Ac :'  V :1:in2don" . ThcL - : \
ID
that, in some circumstances , moderate to rapid response flows fror the
• chalk areas may be significant and that a flood build-up in the Park
area may be accompanied by gales (wh ich presumably might exacerbate
flooding through wave set-up).
•
111
9119 JUNE 1971 (EVENT 0 )
40
This event led to a newpaper report (23 June 1971) "water, water ,
everywhere" but little detail other than a well overflowed and flooded
• land at Wilmington , in an adjacent catchment. A Sussex River Authority
•
report indicated that those flooding problems that did arise were
confined to gardens and could be attributed to local features of the
drainage system. However , the report acknowledged that "following the
410 extensive development of Eastbourne on the boundaries of the Willingdon
•
development of Eastbourne on the boundar ies of the Willingdon Marshes
411
... the rate of run off will inevitably be increased in future years" -
in response to complaints from local residents about the "general
• tipping on the Marsh and filling in of the flood plains". This quote
rem inds that the exacerbation of flood frequency by development has a
long history in the Park . Well level data for Folkington (in the
north-west corner of the catchment) showed a remarkable rise of 5 metres
• during the period of this event. While this demonstrates the capacity
of the chalk to absorb heavy rainfall, the rate at which the well level
subsequently fell indicates that the spring flow response on the scarp
slope can  be  relatively rap id.
13/22 NOVEMBER 1974 (EVENT P)
41
The newspaper of 23 November 1974 reported a big flood after a week of
11 heavy rain and hundreds of houses and gardens inches deep in water. (The
reference to inundation of hundreds of houses would seem to be an
overstatement; presumably some house flooding occurred due to local
surface sewer problems). The Hampden Park area appeared to be
particularly affected.
2f1 NOVEVEEL / 1 DKCEMB:j J9 :,- 0-.VE11- S )
Newspap er reports were directed more at flooding  i t;  the Cuckmere
ca tchment to the north-east .
6/8 JULY 1980 (EVENT T)
The newspaper of 12 July 1980 re fers to flooding of gardens and some
roads an d basements , the latter being attributed to rainfall in excess
of the local surface water drainage sy stem . (Reference to Fig A .1
indicates that the short-duration rainfall depths in this event were
indeed exceptionally high . Given that the an teceden t period was wet ,
the fact that the even t did not lead to widespread flooding wou ld seem
to confirm the general sensitivity of the Park ca tchmen t to
long-du ra tion events ).
?  1984
Accord ing to Southern Water files , a drainage problem arose at a factory
in Birch Road (off Lottbridge Drove). This appears to have been a
design m iskake - the surface water discharg ing 0 .5m below the summ er
retention level in the arterial drainage system . A reply from
Eastbourne B .C . indicated that the prob lem would be improved by the
balancing reservoirs foreseen in the EPDP which would "enable the water ,
to be kep t at a lower level" .
16 DECEMBER 1984
The ra infall analysis did not identify this as a notable even t. It
wou ld appear
in Sandpiper
from Southern
os
Walk (West Langney ), attribu table to back ing up of
the surface water sewer "due to the height of
the West Langney and W illingdon Sewers ).
Water files that flooding of gardens occurred
water in
water in the dykes" (ie
This type o f secondary
flooding seems to be thematic of drainage prob lems on the periphery of
the Park which ar ise because of the very lim ited hydraulic gradient
availab le .
23 DECEMBER 1985/7 JANUARY 1986 (EVE NT W )
Details of the event are con tained in Section 6 .
E ve n t A n tec ' D ate
ke y c o nd it '
NOTA BL E RA INFA LL EVE NTS - EAS T BOURN E (188 8 -19 86 )
R a inf a ll (m m ) in sta te d d u ration (days )
1 2 3 4 6 8 10 12 16
A 25 /28 Oc t 09 50 66 8 2 8 4
vet 7 /12  No v  11 36 52 73 8 2 115
•
d ry 29 Sep 1 1 Oc t 12 36 6 9 8 1
D v d ry 9 /10 Ju l 23 4 3 5 1
24 /2 5 Ju l 32 4 2 8 1 84
8 /15 No v 34 45 54 56 57 57 10 7
d ry 4 /15 Oc t 39 5 3 58 76 109 13 5 148 167 18 0
vet 16 Aug 46 6 5
15 /26 Oc t  49 4 8  7 1 10 3 114 136 17 3 184 203
d ry 18 /2 1 Oc t 55 37 69 9 3 10 3
d ry 2 :Ju l 57 6 2
d ry 8 /1 1 Aug 60 4 9 80 10 0 11 1
19 0c t 14 No v 60 - 2 5 50 7 0 8 5 112 126 139 15 1 19 5
m v ve t 24 Nov /9 De c 60 3 4 45 5 4 57 6 1 7 3 90 108 123
d ry 13 /15 Ma r 6 4 4 9 70 S I
O d ry 9 /19 Ju n 7 1 40 57 57 6 1 106 1 15 155 16 3
ve t 13 /2 2 No v 74 3 5 45 5 2 55 7 1 108 121
vet 4 /1 1 No v 76 20 3 5 4 5 6 3 83 90
• 28 No v1 1  De c  76 3 7 66 8 0 90
ve t 6 / 8 Ju l 80 7 7 8 4 89
d ry 11/14 Aug 80  4 6 47  6 0 6 5
2 1/26 No v 8 2 2 3 34 49 52 69
  v d ry 23 /2 8 Ma r 8 4 2 3 37 40 48 65
23 Dec 17 Ja n 86 2 7 44 49 66 77 9 7 97 100 13 5
X ve t 17 /26 No v 86 2 3 4 1 6 3 7 2 8 1 8 9 93
N B -U nde rli ned va lue s d e no te the h is to r ic al m a ximum fo r t he s ta ted
d ura t io n .
Ta b l e A . 1 .
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1 . Eastbourne Borough Council 1985 'Eastbourne Park District Plan41
-Policies and Proposals '
• (Abbreviated version of the
•
Written Statement).
41
2 . Eastbourne Borough Council undated 'Eas tbourne Park Landscape
• Studies Appendix A
• Calcu lation of flood storage
requirements '41
• 3 . Natural Environment 1975 'The Flood Studies Report '
Research Coun cil London
•
4 . Institute of Hydrology 1985 'The FSR ra infall-runoff model
parameter estimation equation
•
upda ted ' Wallingford
40.
5 . Institute of Hydrology 1979 'Design flood estimation in
catchments subjec t to
•
urbanisation ' Wallingford
6 . The Institu tion of Civil 1978 'Floods and reservoir sa fety :
• Engineers An Engineering Gu ide ' London
•
7 . Countryside Research 1985 'A report on pollution
un it , Brigh ton Polytechnic mon itoring in the area of the
• Lo ttbridge Landfill,
41, Eastbourne Park '
•
8 . Countryside Research 1985 'Lottbridge Drove Landfill,
Unit , Brigh ton Polytechnic Eastbourne , Tree Planting
• Tr ials '
•
9 . A J Morey 198 5 'Engineering evalua tion of a
11 recent infilled estuary ,
Eastbourne , East Sussex ',
•
M .S .thesis University of
London
•
